Print off the following pages of this document to make 4 sets of a "Drawings Pack"

- Cut each slip of paper into 4 sections by cutting along the dotted aligns
- Assemble question packs by stapling a "Drawings" sheet on top of 5 blank sheets
- Print off more copies of this document until you have one drawings pack for each pupil
In this booklet, you will draw the building in five very specific ways. These drawings are meant to be quick and might not end up looking much like the building, but they will help you look at the building in a different way!

1. Draw the building using only 10 lines
2. Draw the building using only 5 lines
3. Draw the building without taking your pencil off the paper. Stop as soon as you realise you’ve lifted your pencil.
4. Draw the building without looking at the paper. Stop as soon as you look down at the paper.
5. Choose a shape (circle, triangle, square, etc) and draw the building only using this shape again and again.